MANDARIN ORIENTAL

Your journey begins here
There is something good and motherly about Washington, the grand old benevolent National Asylum for the helpless.

- Mark Twain, The Gilded Age
THE CAPITOL AWAITS
To understand the American story, you need to understand DC. On the banks of the Southwest Waterfront, Mandarin Oriental, Washington DC, lies just minutes from the iconic monuments that tell the narrative of the nation.
This nine story 373 room hotel was styled using the Asian art of Feng Shui with carefully selected pieces of Eastern and American inspired art.
We want you to feel at home in our hotel and every one of our rooms and suites has been designed with this in mind. Our beautifully appointed accommodation ranges in size from 400 to 700 square feet and enjoys a host of amenities from living rooms and kitchens to soaking tubs and butler service.

LIBERAL SPACES IN DESIGNED SUITES
The three bedroom 4,203 square foot / 391 square meter Presidential Suite is the premier choice of Mandarin Oriental, Washington DC. Luxury is embodied with panoramic views of historical landmarks, double height ceilings, iconic furnishings, multiple guest spaces with a spa experience master bath.
Mandarin Oriental, Washington DC houses a garden of historic cherry blossom trees gifted to the capital in 1912. From here, guests enjoy direct access to the Jefferson Memorial, Tidal Basin, National Mall, Southwest Waterfront, and surrounding monuments, with a 15-minute walk to the White House.
Swim the 50 lap indoor heated pool, or exercise with your own individual television screen and headphones on any Technogym® advanced equipment. Mandarin Oriental, Washington DC’s state-of-the-art fitness center is yours to conquer.
Forbes Four-Star-rated Spa was specially designed to accommodate business and leisure guests. Exclusive treatments create a transformative journey for the individual to find freedom from the constraints of daily life with vitality pools and exclusive heat experiences.
A signature Time Ritual created exclusively by Mandarin Oriental releases tension and negative energy from guests with treatments that incorporate the five senses with harmony. Treatments are tailored experiences with options ranging from aromatherapy to beauty services.
REVOLUTIONARY CUISINE

Putting a twist on Asian inspired cuisine, Muze, under Chef de Cuisine Mark McDonnell’s direction, uses the finest local ingredients to create decadent sophisticated meals.
A VISIONARY VENUE

As one of Travel & Leisure Magazine’s “Top 20 Business Hotels,” Mandarin Oriental, Washington DC features first class dedicated meeting rooms and technology oriented spaces. Massive ballroom areas with glowing outdoor gardens are a perfect setting for social engagements and unmatched service.
MANDARIN ORIENTAL, WASHINGTON DC

ROOMS & SUITES
- 53 spacious suites, all with views over the city or waterfront
- 3-bedroom Presidential Suite
- 373 luxurious rooms

RESTAURANTS & BARS
- All-day regional Asian-inspired American dining at Muze
- Cocktails and music at Empress Lounge

SPA & WELLNESS
- 10,500 square feet spa with eight treatment rooms
- 50-foot indoor heated swimming pool
- Fitness Center
- Yoga and exercise classes

LOCATION
- Within walking distance of famous attractions
- 12 minutes from Ronald Reagan National Airport
- 15 minute walk to the White House

MEETINGS & EVENTS
- Two ballrooms, including the 8,300 square-foot Grand Ballroom
- Nine versatile meeting rooms
- 4,000 square-foot garden
- Business Center

CLUB
- Private check-in and check-out services
- Daily European Breakfast and cocktail reception
- Complimentary use of The Library private meeting space
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